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The S&P 500 ($SPX) is starting to find momentum issues and looks to be running out of some
steam to the topside, at least for the short-term. We are closing the week with a bearish engulfing
candle that suggests buyers could not quite take over the aggressiveness from the sellers. We also
start to hit a slowing period seasonally speaking within the next few weeks. This may drag out but
for right now we still must play by uptrend rules as new highs continue to be a theme for much of
this market. Consolidating and even a fade back to the 63-day EMA is something that we would
welcome as this presents more of a healthy trend. We want to be using 2,900-2,950 as support
over the next few weeks in $SPX. If we can hold up in here, we believe a steady upward trend can
continue. A few aggressive sectors are starting to roll over like XLY and XLK, again, its more of a
warning sign of possible headwinds rather than the need to panic.

Even defensive areas of the market like utilities and staples looked to be having great weeks, but
the close this Friday offered more to be desired heading into the weekend. The put/call ratio is
sitting just under 1.00 at .94. This gives room to reach fear levels above 1.10, which we have not
seen since the end of May. Normally, we tend to use a measure above 1.10 as a buy the dip type
of situation, but every circumstance should be treated differently. This week we also started to see
the metal market wake up even more as silver has now joined the party. We discuss this further in
the August issue on pages following. These areas of the market may need some short-term time to
rest and cool down, but the intermediate trends are just getting going and look setup to continue
their strong advance.
Breadth continues to improve in areas like large caps and technology, but the lag in small caps
continue to drag on a certain structure of the market. In terms of high-low percentage on the $SPX,
we continue to see lower highs in this measure as the $SPX slowly grinds higher. This could
become a catalyst for a ‘reset’ and test of support underneath. We would use this test as a buy the
dip for the long-term, as we likely see buyers step up to the plate. On a longer-term basis, the 21week EMA for the $SPX is sitting down near 2,882. This is nearly 100 points away from the close
today. We would not be surprised to see a test of this EMA over the next month. The $VIX is at
record lows yet again, but volatility of the $VIX is starting to give clues that caution is necessary
here. Another struggling sign to see is that DOW theory did not confirm this new high, we like to
come back to this as we feel like this theory does a great job over the long-term trend. Transports
need to start picking it up for this confirmation to take place.
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

Meddling by the White House into affairs of the U.S. Federal Reserve is on full public display. Have you been
enjoying the show? In truth, there’s always been political meddling between the White House and Fed. You
see, with previous presidencies it was a much more understated and diplomatic affair. But neither diplomacy
nor subtlety has been a strong suit of the Trump White House.
The push by Trump to get the Fed to lower interest rates has been fueled by the president’s spendthrift ways
and his adoration of debt. This is the Trump formula for running his business enterprises. And it’s the same
formula now being experimented on the American public.
If you can for a moment, never mind the long-term ramifications of rising debt and ignore the ever rising
unfunded government liabilities tied to Medicare and Social Security. May the future be doomed! The shortterm beneficiaries of lower rates are none other than of course, the government itself – which continues to
outspend wild gypsies everywhere.
The other short-term beneficiaries of lower and falling interest rates are borrowers and rate sensitive industry
groups that benefit from it. Among this stellar performing group are the Real Estate Select Sector SPDR ETF
(XLRE), SPDR S&P Homebuilders (XHB) and Utilities Select Sector SPDR ETF (XLU). These three funds
have jumped between 15-30% in value thus far this year. And among this group, we’re holding XLU. We still
like the steady dividends and defensive nature of utilities.
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A Bull Market Elsewhere
The bullish performance in long-dated U.S. Treasury ETFs has been overshadowed by the even better
performance of U.S. stocks. While funds like the iShares 20+ Year Treasury Bond ETF (TLT) have jumped
9.76% since the start of 2019, the all cap stock funds like the Schwab Total U.S. Stock Market ETF (SCHB)
are ahead by a stunning 20%.
Although U.S. Treasuries have thus far lagged stocks, they shouldn’t be counted out. Looking ahead, there’s
two primary drivers for higher Treasury prices: 1) Falling interest rates, and 2) Safe-haven demand. Let’s
discuss each point.
Federal-funds futures show that 71% of traders are expecting a half-percentage rate cut. While that deep of a
rate cut may be overly optimistic, the general trend of lower interest rates implies higher bond prices. And for
bond bulls, the right trade is to be long Treasury bonds – especially long-dated Treasuries.
Any sudden or sharp reversal in stock prices would likely boost safe-haven demand into less volatile assets
like Treasuries. The optimal time to trade this trend is before it happens, not as it’s happening.
We’re adding a new position in the Direxion Daily 20+ Year Treasury Bull 3x Shares (TMF). The fund
aims for triple daily performance to Treasuries with maturities of 20-years or longer. Since bonds with longer
dated maturities are most sensitive to interest rate changes, the trend of rate cuts paints a bullish backdrop.

Chart A: 6-Month Chart of Long-Dated Treasury ETFs
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Good Habits Will Improve Your Results
Below is an excerpt of Ron DeLegge’s new book “Habits of the Investing Greats: 26 Proven Tactics for
Achieving the Financial Results You Want.” The book is due for release on July 26 @ Amazon.com,
pre-order your Kindle copy.

The most important discipline in investing is not mathematics, economics, or market timing, but rather habits.
And your habits are controlled by your behavior which is controlled by your psychology. Moreover, the
psychology behind your habits is a result of both conscious and unconscious decisions that you make.
Stability is a habit cultivated by the investing greats. And Chris Sacca is the perfect case study of this crucial
habit.
Never mind that Sacca has a net worth
hovering near $1.2 billion. It wasn’t always
that way.
In the late 1990s, while he was studying to
become a lawyer, he turned a $12 million
gain in the stock market into a negative $4
million balance after his overleveraged trades
went bust. Instead of letting it destabilize his
life and future plans, Sacca decided to get a
fresh start in Northern California.
Sacca landed a job at Fenwick & West, a
venerable Silicon Valley law firm. But after a
year of employment, he was laid off during
the dotcom crash. Instead of giving up, Sacca
continued to network and eventually landed a
job at an upstart named Google.
Although he was still weighed down by his $4
million debt from stock market losses, Sacca
renegotiated the loan down to $2.1 million
and by 2005 paid off the entire balance.
Rather than letting his past mistakes
permanently disable him, Sacca kept a firm
eye on the road ahead. “I want to be investing
in the future and not the present,” he
reminded himself. And in 2010, he founded
Lowercase Capital, with the purpose of
financing the next generation of great
businesses.
Through Lowercase, Sacca became an early
investor in revered companies like Instagram,
Kickstarter, Lookout, Stripe, Twitter, Twilio, and Uber. His track record of success was so great, Fortune
magazine labeled his firm as one of the most successful venture capitalist firms of all-time.
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Dwelling on his highly improbable journey to greatness, Sacca said, “What happens next is up to you.”
The 26 habits described in Habits of the Investing Greats are not to be confused with a person’s
characteristics or qualities. Habits are things that people do repeatedly with such automatic routine, that they
often go unnoticed. Some habits are practiced in a voluntary manner while other habits are involuntary. On the
other hand, a person’s characteristics are revealed by the habits they possess.
There are many books that talk about legendary investors of the present and past. Usually, they’re unabridged
textbooks describing complex, hard-to-replicate strategies that will put you to sleep. Seldom discussed are the
more subtle factors that led to their extraordinary outcomes.
It’s obvious the investing greats have accomplished enviable financial results. What isn’t so obvious are the
precise steps or things they’re doing to achieve
their superior results. What specifically are their
habits? And how can these habits be applied to
your own investing? While there is a variety of
winning strategies covered, there is little variability
among the investing greats in the specific habits
that led them there.
A careful study of the investing greats is a
prerequisite for all investors. And this book’s chief
purpose is to remind you, one word at a time,
about the singular and defining habits which
transform people from average or below average
investors into great ones. This will help you to
focus on and even cultivate the important habits
that contribute to investment success.
Remember: “The best built investment portfolio
accompanied by poor habits will achieve superior
results with great difficulty.”
Habits of the Investing Greats will teach you to:


Control your mindset and daily regimen for
making the right moves



Escape self-destructive behavior that
demolishes wealth



Mimic proven strategies used by legendary
investors



Unlearn behavioral patterns that limit your
potential



Reprogram you thinking from loser to winner.
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Our August ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current August income trade is executed in July.)
Recap from last month: Our GLD JUL $135 calls and our SPY JUL $299 calls both expired worthless and we
kept our shares. So, we’re now executing the following trades below.

For our August 2019 Income Trade we’re
executing the following moves:
GLD (Buy 100 shares @ $132)
Sell GLD AUG 2019 $140 calls near $80 per
contract. (Calls expire on 8/16/19)
SPY (Buy 400 shares @ $294)
Sell SPY AUG 2019 $300 calls near $245
per contract. (Calls expire on 8/16/19)

Income Mix Portfolio
($130,800 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

11%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $1,060 in monthly income from
our August trades.

89% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income Mix
Portfolio has generated $53,191 or $622.88
per month over the past 87 months.
NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our August income trade, subscribers can execute covered call
options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment
The CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) just broke below 15 and is officially in the complacency zone.
We still have open defensive trade via ticker symbols “GLD” and “SH.” The latter is built to go up when the
S&P 500 declines. A correction, once it happens, should push both VIX and gold higher. The euro has sunk
to one year lows and looks poised to make a run toward its 2017 bottom. We remain bearish on the euro
and we continue to hold put options on FXE.
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Have Precious Metals Bottomed?
The simple answer is, yes. Should that present a warning flare, or should you dig deeper and find out if there is
truly a changing of the guard going on in the precious metal complex? If we focus on the latter and walk
through a few interesting charts, you’ll see evidence that risk on is without a doubt the theme taking place right
now.
What’s All the Noise About?

The noise is coming from these two right above. GLD and SLV, both ETF’s for their respective underlying (gold
and silver) have been putting on a show and more recently silver had been the one playing catch up. Below
shows the COT data on Managed Money in Gold. You can see their position is getting quite close to record
long exposure, with a little room to add.
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We bring up this point because we believe gold has out run silver in terms of performance for this exact
reason, managed money flow. Gold (GLD), which you will see on the next page, also had the better technical
setup right off the bat and continues to show this characteristic. However, do not forget about silver (SLV). Not
only does managed money have some catching up to do (which is likely underway already), but the technical
setup looks to be just now breaking out, as we show down below the weekly snapshot of SLV.

The big question for silver is, do they try and position themselves for a longer net long? The next two weeks of
data points will be critical because silver has recently just started to move again, violently to the topside,
showing that managed money is quite likely behind this.
Current Stance
Below shows a weekly chart of SLV over the past 4 years. This week has been the clear breakout candle that
is igniting the rally in silver. If leadership is starting to shift toward SLV, then we can expect to see continued
outperformance in the precious metal arena.
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Not only is price breaking out but momentum in the form of RSI and PPO is following suit and confirming this
price breakout. For longer trends to develop it’s a great characteristic to see PPO crossing up over the zero
line and breaking the downtrend. We also can see that the weekly RSI on SLV is not quite 70+, so there is
room to run here yet before momentum could start to cause consolidation. SLV hasn’t seen overbought
territory on a weekly basis since 2016. If we do end up seeing it reach 70+, it would likely confirm the bullish
thesis and possibly start to trade in a bullish RSI range of 40-70+.
We have mentioned GLD a few times in the weekly TF reports and it is good to see this base breakout
continue trend and really become stronger as time goes on. This six-year base breakout has now cleared the
100% fib mark and looks to be well on its way to the 161.8% extension on the weekly charts near $148.

PPO is healthy as ever giving a nice test of the zero line and bouncing. We must remember with gold; the
futures market is going to dictate the movement. Seeing that managed futures from COT is nearly record net
long, it gives us a little pause for concern when we compare silver vs. gold. This doesn’t mean gold cannot
rally, it just means we may want our risk to be in silver now. More on this point on the page following.
Evidence Using Ratio Analysis
The absolute price strength is telling by itself, but to strengthen the argument for precious metals we look to a
few ratios to give us more confidence. A couple that we have shown on the next page are, SLV:GLD and
GDX:GLD. The SLV:GLD ratio is currently seeing a one-week ROC of almost 5%. This hasn’t happened since
2016 and usually a mark above this threshold suggests bigger movement from the metals space.
Understanding that the setups within the individual charts are different from years past, this confirmation from
SLV:GLD is a great confirmation for risk on within metals. You’ll also notice that the slow stochastics is starting
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to turn up from overbought conditions. This is also met with slight positive divergence, which is another feather
in the cap for silver to possibly lead gold over the foreseeable future. The next ratio that is important to show
awareness to is the gold miners (GDX) vs. GLD. This has been in breakout mode since June with a reverse
head and shoulders present on the neckline break. PPO is very healthy, and you suddenly have a recipe for
miners to start outperforming the actual metal. 
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(Podcast) Fools Gamble without Rules
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge won’t preach to you
about how you shouldn’t speculate. Instead, Ron provides you with a
framework for speculation with the purpose of increasing your
chances of profits.
The ETFs discussed in this episode include ticker symbols SCHB,
RWGV, REET, and RWVG.
Finally, Ron provides the latest year-to-date ETF performance
numbers within major industry sectors and global markets.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching our YouTube channel,
ETFguide has amassed over 1,900 subscribers and 300,000 views.
Your free video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Click here to subscribe and watch. 

Your ETF Tools
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:






Active ETF Guide tracks actively managed funds
ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

1 

Gold rally is on. Never mind that gold was dead money for the past few
months. Central bankers with loose monetary policies coupled with slowing
economies has set gold ETPs on fire. We’re still long GLD and RING.

GLD, RING

2 

Leveraged Stock ETFs are HOT! Most 2x and 3x daily bull leveraged stock
ETFs are in a major upswing. Standout performers are gold miners (NUGT),
real estate (DRN), and technology (TECL).

No open trades

3 

Bullish Treasury ETFs Jump: The U.S. trend in lower interest rates is
propping up prices for Treasury ETFs like TLT along with 3x leveraged ETFs
like TMF.

TMF

4 

IJR

5 

VIXY

Small caps look poised for more gains: After underperforming larger stocks
for most of 2019, small cap stocks look poised to outperform. Many small cap
ETFs have underperformed. Per our technical forecast, we own IJR.
Volatility is dead (again): Stock market volatility has fallen 50% since the start
of the year. And all spikes in volatility have been brief and unsustained. Our
VIXY trade, while it has a paper loss, is atop our contrarian trades and we’re
hanging on. We’ve seen this before and this too shall pass!
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies, even though they are stuck in a bear
market.

BOTZ, HACK,
SKYY, ROBO,
ROBT, SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
With all continents posting positive year-to-date performance, two questions remain: What is the next big
catalyst for global stocks? And will stocks be able to sustain their sizzling start from the first half of the year?
Regionally, Russia (RSX), which is a large commodities exporter, has been boosted by rebounding
commodities prices and is now the top performing country. Other big commodities exporters like Brazil (EWZ)
and Latin America (ILF) are also enjoying double digit gains.
Elsewhere, India (INDY) has managed to reverse a previously negative return with a 6% gain. And despite
widespread negative sentiment, European stocks (VGK) have held up well, gaining just over 14%.
Globally speaking, the momentum in stocks is still up. But it appears stocks will need to digest some of their
strong gains. We’re now entering a period light trading volume and price consolidation. Generally, the summer
months are quiet. But if conflict in the Middle East between Iran and western nations escalates, trading volume
could jump along with volatility. 
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